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REMOTE CONTROLLER

OWNER S MANUAL

Please read this Owner's Manual carefully before operation.

Save this manual in a safe place for future reference.

Перед началом работы прочтите данное Руководство пользователя

Сохраните данное Руководство в безопасном месте для  
дальнейшего использования

Для кондиционеров:
AWI/AWO-20HPR1 Гамма 
AWI/AWO-26HPR1 Гамма
AWI/AWO-35HPR1 Гамма
AWI/AWO-54HPR1 Гамма
AWI/AWO-71HPR1 Гамма
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3. Set the starting & stopping time

3.1 Push the TIMER ON button, the remote controller will show

TIMER ON, the last set time for START operation and the

signal "h" will be shown on the DIGITAL display area. You

are now ready to readjust the TIMER ON to start the operation.

3.2 Push the TIMER ON button again to set the time you want to

start the operation.

3.3 Push the TIMER OFF button, the remote controller will show

TIMER OFF, the last set time for STOP operation and the

signal "h" will be shown on the DIGITAL display area. You

are now ready to reset the time to STOP operation.

3.4 Push the TIMER OFF button again to set the time you want to

stop the operation.

3.5 After setting the TIMER, there will be a one-half second delay

before the remote controller transmits the signal to the Air

Conditioner. Then , after approximately another 2 seconds, the

signal "h" disappears and the set temperature will re-appear on

the digital display.

To change the TIMER ON/OFF time, just press the corresponding

TIMER button and reset the time.

To cancel the TIMER ON/OFF setting, just adjust the TIMER time

to 0:00.

Change the TIMER

NOTE
The setting time is relative time. That is the time set is based

on the delay of the current time.

!

1. Be sure there are no obstacles between the remote controller

and the receiver of indoor unit otherwise the air conditioner will

not work.

2. Keep the Remote Controller away from any liquids.

3. Protect the remote controller from the high temperatures and

exposure to radiation.

4. Keep the indoor receiver out of direct sunlight or the Air Condi-

tioner may malfunction.

5. Keep Remote Controller away from EMI(Electro-Magnetic

Interference) supplied by other household appliances.

Warning

7
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Изменение настроек таймера
 Чтобы изменить время включения или выключения тай- 
 мера, нажмите  
 соответствующую кнопку (TIMER ON/OFF) и настройте нуж- 
 ное время. 
 Чтобы отменить включение и выключение по таймеру, нуж-    
 но настроить таймер на 0:00.
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ПРИМЕЧАНИЕ
Таймер настраивается на относительное время, то 
есть, с задержкой относительно текущего времени.

1. Между пультом дистанционного управления и приемником  
 на внутреннем блоке не должно быть препятствий, иначе  
 кондиционер не будет работать. 
2. Берегите пульт ДУ от жидкостей. 
3. Берегите пульт ДУ от воздействия высокой температуры и  
 излучения. 
4. Не допускайте попадания прямых солнечных лучей на  
 пульт ДУ, иначе кондиционер не будет работать. 
5. Не допускайте воздействия на пульт ДУ электромагнитного  
 излучения от других бытовых электроприборов.
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Предупреждение



TEMP Button : Push this button to decrease the indoor

temperature setting.

RESET Button: When you press the recessed RESET button,

all current settings are cancelled and the control will return to

the initial settings.

SLEEP Button: Press this button to go into the Energy-Saving

operation mode. Press it again to cancel. This function is only

can be used on COOL, HEAT and AUTO mode and maintain the

most comfortable temperature for you.

2

NOTE: COOL only model has no HEAT feature.!

1

6

ON/OFF Button: Push this button to start operation, push the

button again to stop operation.

9

TEMP Button : Push this button to increase the indoor

temperature setting .

2

AIR DIRECTION Button: Press this button to change the swing

angle of the louver. The swing angle of the louver is 6 for

each press. When the louver swing at a certain angle which

would affect the cooling and heating effect of the air conditioner,

it would automatically change the swing direction . No symbol

will appear in the display area when press this button. (Not

applicable to units without this function).

o

MODE Selection Button: Each time the button is pressed, the

operation mode is shifted in the direction of the arrow:

AUTO COOL DRY HEAT FAN

3

FAN SPEED Button: Used to select the Fan Speed in four steps-

AUTO LOW MED or HIGH. Each time the button is pressed,

the fan speed mode is shifted.

8

TIMER ON Button: Press this button to initiate the auto-on time

sequence. Each press will increase the auto-timed setting in 30

minutes increments. When the setting time displays 10:00, each

press will increase the auto-timed setting 60 minutes increments.

To cancel the auto-timed program, simply adjust the auto-on time

to 0:00.

10

11

4

5

NOTE: While the unit is running under SLEEP operation

mode, it would be canceled if you press the other button.

!

1

Model

Transmission Distance

Lowest Voltage of CPU

Emitting Signal

Rated Voltage

R51M/(C)E, R51M/BG(C)E, RG51M2/(C)E,
RG51A/(C)E, RG51M3/(C)E.

-5 C 60 C

8m (when using 3.0 voltage,

it Gets 11m)

3.0V(Alkaline dry batteries LR03 2)

2.0V

~

Remote Controller Specification

Performance Features

Features of the Remote controller buttons

1. Operating Mode: AUTO COOL DRY

HEAT(Cooling only model without) and FAN .

2. Timer Setting Function in 24 hours.

3. Indoor Setting Temperature Range : 17 C~30 C.

4. Full function of LCD (Liquid Crystal Display)

5. Back light emitting(only available for R51M/BG(C)E models)

Fig. 1
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DISPLAY TURBO

SWING Button: Push this switch button to activate auto

swing feature of the horizontal louver. Push it again to stop.

LED DISPLAY Button: Press this button to clear the digit

display in the air conditioner, press it again to activate it (Not

available for the units without LED display window).
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*

* *

NOTE:
: Indicates optional

button.

M odels RG51M2/(C)E:
without 14 and 15
buttons.

Models RG51M3/(C)E:
without 7 , 14 and
15 buttons.

Models R51M/(C)E
and R51M/BG(C)E:
without 15 button.

CLEAN
AIR

15*

*
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Технические характеристики ДУ

Номинальное напряжение 
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2,0 В
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Функции ДУ

1. Режим работы: AUTO, COOL (охлаждение),    
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3. Поддержание температуры в помещении от  17 ºC до 30 ºC. 
4. Полнофункциональный жидкокристаллический экран. 
5. Подсветка экрана (только у моделей R51M/BG(C)E).

Кнопки пульта ДУ
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RESET Button: When you press the recessed RESET button,

all current settings are cancelled and the control will return to

the initial settings.

SLEEP Button: Press this button to go into the Energy-Saving

operation mode. Press it again to cancel. This function is only

can be used on COOL, HEAT and AUTO mode and maintain the

most comfortable temperature for you.

2

NOTE: COOL only model has no HEAT feature.!
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ON/OFF Button: Push this button to start operation, push the

button again to stop operation.

9

TEMP Button : Push this button to increase the indoor

temperature setting .

2

AIR DIRECTION Button: Press this button to change the swing

angle of the louver. The swing angle of the louver is 6 for

each press. When the louver swing at a certain angle which

would affect the cooling and heating effect of the air conditioner,

it would automatically change the swing direction . No symbol

will appear in the display area when press this button. (Not

applicable to units without this function).

o

MODE Selection Button: Each time the button is pressed, the

operation mode is shifted in the direction of the arrow:

AUTO COOL DRY HEAT FAN

3

FAN SPEED Button: Used to select the Fan Speed in four steps-

AUTO LOW MED or HIGH. Each time the button is pressed,

the fan speed mode is shifted.
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TIMER ON Button: Press this button to initiate the auto-on time

sequence. Each press will increase the auto-timed setting in 30

minutes increments. When the setting time displays 10:00, each

press will increase the auto-timed setting 60 minutes increments.

To cancel the auto-timed program, simply adjust the auto-on time

to 0:00.
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NOTE: While the unit is running under SLEEP operation

mode, it would be canceled if you press the other button.
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Features of the Remote controller buttons

1. Operating Mode: AUTO COOL DRY

HEAT(Cooling only model without) and FAN .

2. Timer Setting Function in 24 hours.

3. Indoor Setting Temperature Range : 17 C~30 C.

4. Full function of LCD (Liquid Crystal Display)

5. Back light emitting(only available for R51M/BG(C)E models)
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Кнопка TEMP      Эта кнопка снижает установленную для 
помещения температуру. 
Кнопка TEMP :    Эта кнопка повышает установленную для 
помещения температуру. 
Кнопка выбора режима MODE       При каждом нажатии этой 
кнопки режим работы переключается по направлению стрелки: 

ПРИМЕЧАНИЕ: У моделей, которые только охлаждают воздух, 
нет режима HEAT.

Кнопка SWING: Эта кнопка включает режим автоматического 
движения горизонтальных жалюзи. Повторное нажатие кнопки 
выключает движение.

Кнопка RESET: При нажатии кнопки RESET происходит сброс 
всех текущих настроек и восстанавливаются первоначальные 
настройки системы.

Кнопка AIR DIRECTION: Эта кнопка изменяет угол наклона 
жалюзи. С каждым нажатием кнопки угол наклона изменяется 
на 6º. Если угол изменится настолько, что положение жалюзи 
будет уменьшать охлаждающее или нагревающее действие 
кондиционера, то направление движения жалюзи изменится. 
При нажатии этой кнопки на экране не появляются символы. (Не 
применяется на системах, у которых нет такой функции.)

Кнопка LED DISPLAY: Выключает цифровой экран кондиционера; 
повторное нажатие снова включает экран. (Не применяется на 
системах, у которых нет жидкокристаллического экрана.)

Кнопка FAN SPEED: Переключает частоту вращения вентилятора 
последовательно между четырьмя ступенями скорости: AUTO, 
LOW, MED и HIGH. Скорость переключается при каждом нажатии 
кнопки.

Кнопка ON/OFF: Нажмите кнопку, чтобы включить систему. 
Повторное нажатие выключает систему.

Кнопка TIMER ON: Эта кнопка включает режим автоматического 
включения по таймеру. С каждым нажатием кнопки настройка 
таймера увеличивается на 30 минут. Когда настраиваемое время 
дойдет до 10:00, с каждым нажатием кнопки настройка таймера 
будет увеличиваться на 60 минут. Чтобы отменить включение по 
таймеру, установите время включения на 0:00.

Кнопка SLEEP: Кнопка переключения в экономичный режим 
работы. Повторное нажатие кнопки выключает экономичный 
режим. Эта функция используется только в режимах COOL, 
HEAT и AUTO для поддержания наиболее комфортной для вас 
температуры.  
ПРИМЕЧАНИЕ: Когда система работает в экономичном 
режиме, нажатие любой другой кнопки выводит ее из этого 
режима.

TEMP Button : Push this button to decrease the indoor

temperature setting.

RESET Button: When you press the recessed RESET button,

all current settings are cancelled and the control will return to

the initial settings.

SLEEP Button: Press this button to go into the Energy-Saving

operation mode. Press it again to cancel. This function is only

can be used on COOL, HEAT and AUTO mode and maintain the

most comfortable temperature for you.
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NOTE: COOL only model has no HEAT feature.!
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ON/OFF Button: Push this button to start operation, push the

button again to stop operation.
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TEMP Button : Push this button to increase the indoor

temperature setting .

2

AIR DIRECTION Button: Press this button to change the swing

angle of the louver. The swing angle of the louver is 6 for

each press. When the louver swing at a certain angle which

would affect the cooling and heating effect of the air conditioner,

it would automatically change the swing direction . No symbol

will appear in the display area when press this button. (Not

applicable to units without this function).

o

MODE Selection Button: Each time the button is pressed, the

operation mode is shifted in the direction of the arrow:

AUTO COOL DRY HEAT FAN

3

FAN SPEED Button: Used to select the Fan Speed in four steps-

AUTO LOW MED or HIGH. Each time the button is pressed,

the fan speed mode is shifted.

8

TIMER ON Button: Press this button to initiate the auto-on time

sequence. Each press will increase the auto-timed setting in 30

minutes increments. When the setting time displays 10:00, each

press will increase the auto-timed setting 60 minutes increments.

To cancel the auto-timed program, simply adjust the auto-on time

to 0:00.
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NOTE: While the unit is running under SLEEP operation

mode, it would be canceled if you press the other button.
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Remote Controller Specification

Performance Features

Features of the Remote controller buttons

1. Operating Mode: AUTO COOL DRY

HEAT(Cooling only model without) and FAN .

2. Timer Setting Function in 24 hours.

3. Indoor Setting Temperature Range : 17 C~30 C.

4. Full function of LCD (Liquid Crystal Display)

5. Back light emitting(only available for R51M/BG(C)E models)
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operation mode. Press it again to cancel. This function is only

can be used on COOL, HEAT and AUTO mode and maintain the

most comfortable temperature for you.
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angle of the louver. The swing angle of the louver is 6 for

each press. When the louver swing at a certain angle which

would affect the cooling and heating effect of the air conditioner,

it would automatically change the swing direction . No symbol

will appear in the display area when press this button. (Not

applicable to units without this function).
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MODE Selection Button: Each time the button is pressed, the

operation mode is shifted in the direction of the arrow:

AUTO COOL DRY HEAT FAN
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FAN SPEED Button: Used to select the Fan Speed in four steps-

AUTO LOW MED or HIGH. Each time the button is pressed,

the fan speed mode is shifted.
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TIMER ON Button: Press this button to initiate the auto-on time

sequence. Each press will increase the auto-timed setting in 30

minutes increments. When the setting time displays 10:00, each

press will increase the auto-timed setting 60 minutes increments.

To cancel the auto-timed program, simply adjust the auto-on time

to 0:00.
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NOTE: While the unit is running under SLEEP operation

mode, it would be canceled if you press the other button.
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Features of the Remote controller buttons

1. Operating Mode: AUTO COOL DRY

HEAT(Cooling only model without) and FAN .

2. Timer Setting Function in 24 hours.

3. Indoor Setting Temperature Range : 17 C~30 C.

4. Full function of LCD (Liquid Crystal Display)

5. Back light emitting(only available for R51M/BG(C)E models)
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all current settings are cancelled and the control will return to

the initial settings.
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operation mode. Press it again to cancel. This function is only

can be used on COOL, HEAT and AUTO mode and maintain the
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applicable to units without this function).
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the fan speed mode is shifted.
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press will increase the auto-timed setting 60 minutes increments.

To cancel the auto-timed program, simply adjust the auto-on time

to 0:00.
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5

NOTE: While the unit is running under SLEEP operation

mode, it would be canceled if you press the other button.

!
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Model

Transmission Distance

Lowest Voltage of CPU

Emitting Signal

Rated Voltage

R51M/(C)E, R51M/BG(C)E, RG51M2/(C)E,
RG51A/(C)E, RG51M3/(C)E.

-5 C 60 C

8m (when using 3.0 voltage,

it Gets 11m)

3.0V(Alkaline dry batteries LR03 2)

2.0V

~

Remote Controller Specification

Performance Features

Features of the Remote controller buttons

1. Operating Mode: AUTO COOL DRY

HEAT(Cooling only model without) and FAN .

2. Timer Setting Function in 24 hours.

3. Indoor Setting Temperature Range : 17 C~30 C.

4. Full function of LCD (Liquid Crystal Display)

5. Back light emitting(only available for R51M/BG(C)E models)

Fig. 1
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Environment

SET TEMPERATURE

SWING

LED
DISPLAY TURBO

SWING Button: Push this switch button to activate auto

swing feature of the horizontal louver. Push it again to stop.

LED DISPLAY Button: Press this button to clear the digit

display in the air conditioner, press it again to activate it (Not

available for the units without LED display window).
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*

*

*

*
*

*

* *

NOTE:
: Indicates optional

button.

M odels RG51M2/(C)E:
without 14 and 15
buttons.

Models RG51M3/(C)E:
without 7 , 14 and
15 buttons.

Models R51M/(C)E
and R51M/BG(C)E:
without 15 button.

CLEAN
AIR

15*

*

TEMP Button : Push this button to decrease the indoor

temperature setting.

RESET Button: When you press the recessed RESET button,

all current settings are cancelled and the control will return to

the initial settings.

SLEEP Button: Press this button to go into the Energy-Saving

operation mode. Press it again to cancel. This function is only

can be used on COOL, HEAT and AUTO mode and maintain the

most comfortable temperature for you.

2

NOTE: COOL only model has no HEAT feature.!

1

6

ON/OFF Button: Push this button to start operation, push the

button again to stop operation.

9

TEMP Button : Push this button to increase the indoor

temperature setting .

2

AIR DIRECTION Button: Press this button to change the swing

angle of the louver. The swing angle of the louver is 6 for

each press. When the louver swing at a certain angle which

would affect the cooling and heating effect of the air conditioner,

it would automatically change the swing direction . No symbol

will appear in the display area when press this button. (Not

applicable to units without this function).

o

MODE Selection Button: Each time the button is pressed, the

operation mode is shifted in the direction of the arrow:

AUTO COOL DRY HEAT FAN

3

FAN SPEED Button: Used to select the Fan Speed in four steps-

AUTO LOW MED or HIGH. Each time the button is pressed,

the fan speed mode is shifted.

8

TIMER ON Button: Press this button to initiate the auto-on time

sequence. Each press will increase the auto-timed setting in 30

minutes increments. When the setting time displays 10:00, each

press will increase the auto-timed setting 60 minutes increments.

To cancel the auto-timed program, simply adjust the auto-on time

to 0:00.
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4
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NOTE: While the unit is running under SLEEP operation

mode, it would be canceled if you press the other button.
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Remote Controller Specification

Performance Features

Features of the Remote controller buttons

1. Operating Mode: AUTO COOL DRY

HEAT(Cooling only model without) and FAN .

2. Timer Setting Function in 24 hours.

3. Indoor Setting Temperature Range : 17 C~30 C.

4. Full function of LCD (Liquid Crystal Display)

5. Back light emitting(only available for R51M/BG(C)E models)
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swing feature of the horizontal louver. Push it again to stop.
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display in the air conditioner, press it again to activate it (Not

available for the units without LED display window).
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NOTE:
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button.
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RESET Button: When you press the recessed RESET button,

all current settings are cancelled and the control will return to

the initial settings.

SLEEP Button: Press this button to go into the Energy-Saving

operation mode. Press it again to cancel. This function is only

can be used on COOL, HEAT and AUTO mode and maintain the

most comfortable temperature for you.
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NOTE: COOL only model has no HEAT feature.!
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ON/OFF Button: Push this button to start operation, push the

button again to stop operation.
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TEMP Button : Push this button to increase the indoor

temperature setting .

2

AIR DIRECTION Button: Press this button to change the swing

angle of the louver. The swing angle of the louver is 6 for

each press. When the louver swing at a certain angle which

would affect the cooling and heating effect of the air conditioner,

it would automatically change the swing direction . No symbol

will appear in the display area when press this button. (Not

applicable to units without this function).

o

MODE Selection Button: Each time the button is pressed, the

operation mode is shifted in the direction of the arrow:

AUTO COOL DRY HEAT FAN

3

FAN SPEED Button: Used to select the Fan Speed in four steps-

AUTO LOW MED or HIGH. Each time the button is pressed,

the fan speed mode is shifted.

8

TIMER ON Button: Press this button to initiate the auto-on time

sequence. Each press will increase the auto-timed setting in 30

minutes increments. When the setting time displays 10:00, each

press will increase the auto-timed setting 60 minutes increments.

To cancel the auto-timed program, simply adjust the auto-on time

to 0:00.
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NOTE: While the unit is running under SLEEP operation

mode, it would be canceled if you press the other button.
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Remote Controller Specification

Performance Features

Features of the Remote controller buttons

1. Operating Mode: AUTO COOL DRY

HEAT(Cooling only model without) and FAN .

2. Timer Setting Function in 24 hours.

3. Indoor Setting Temperature Range : 17 C~30 C.

4. Full function of LCD (Liquid Crystal Display)

5. Back light emitting(only available for R51M/BG(C)E models)
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SWING Button: Push this switch button to activate auto

swing feature of the horizontal louver. Push it again to stop.

LED DISPLAY Button: Press this button to clear the digit

display in the air conditioner, press it again to activate it (Not

available for the units without LED display window).
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NOTE:
: Indicates optional

button.

M odels RG51M2/(C)E:
without 14 and 15
buttons.

Models RG51M3/(C)E:
without 7 , 14 and
15 buttons.

Models R51M/(C)E
and R51M/BG(C)E:
without 15 button.

CLEAN
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TEMPButton:Pushthisbuttontodecreasetheindoor

temperaturesetting.

RESETButton:WhenyoupresstherecessedRESETbutton,

allcurrentsettingsarecancelledandthecontrolwillreturnto

theinitialsettings.

SLEEPButton:PressthisbuttontogointotheEnergy-Saving

operationmode.Pressitagaintocancel.Thisfunctionisonly

canbeusedonCOOL,HEATandAUTOmodeandmaintainthe

mostcomfortabletemperatureforyou.

2

NOTE:COOLonlymodelhasnoHEATfeature. !

1

6

ON/OFFButton:Pushthisbuttontostartoperation,pushthe

buttonagaintostopoperation.

9

TEMPButton:Pushthisbuttontoincreasetheindoor

temperaturesetting.

2

AIRDIRECTIONButton:Pressthisbuttontochangetheswing

angleofthelouver.Theswingangleofthelouveris6for

eachpress.Whenthelouverswingatacertainanglewhich

wouldaffectthecoolingandheatingeffectoftheairconditioner,

itwouldautomaticallychangetheswingdirection.Nosymbol

willappearinthedisplayareawhenpressthisbutton.(Not

applicabletounitswithoutthisfunction).

o

MODESelectionButton:Eachtimethebuttonispressed,the

operationmodeisshiftedinthedirectionofthearrow:

AUTOCOOLDRYHEATFAN

3

FANSPEEDButton:UsedtoselecttheFanSpeedinfoursteps-

AUTOLOWMEDorHIGH.Eachtimethebuttonispressed,

thefanspeedmodeisshifted.

8

TIMERONButton:Pressthisbuttontoinitiatetheauto-ontime

sequence.Eachpresswillincreasetheauto-timedsettingin30

minutesincrements.Whenthesettingtimedisplays10:00,each

presswillincreasetheauto-timedsetting60minutesincrements.

Tocanceltheauto-timedprogram,simplyadjusttheauto-ontime

to0:00.
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NOTE:WhiletheunitisrunningunderSLEEPoperation

mode,itwouldbecanceledifyoupresstheotherbutton.
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-5C60C

8m(whenusing3.0voltage,
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RemoteControllerSpecification

PerformanceFeatures

FeaturesoftheRemotecontrollerbuttons

1.OperatingMode:AUTOCOOLDRY

HEAT(Coolingonlymodelwithout)andFAN.

2.TimerSettingFunctionin24hours.

3.IndoorSettingTemperatureRange:17C~30C.

4.FullfunctionofLCD(LiquidCrystalDisplay)

5.Backlightemitting(onlyavailableforR51M/BG(C)Emodels)

Fig.1
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SWINGButton:Pushthisswitchbuttontoactivateauto

swingfeatureofthehorizontallouver.Pushitagaintostop.

LEDDISPLAYButton:Pressthisbuttontoclearthedigit

displayintheairconditioner,pressitagaintoactivateit(Not

availablefortheunitswithoutLEDdisplaywindow).
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NOTE:
:Indicatesoptional

button.

ModelsRG51M2/(C)E:
without14and15
buttons.

ModelsRG51M3/(C)E:
without7,14and
15buttons.

ModelsR51M/(C)E
andR51M/BG(C)E:
without15button.

CLEAN
AIR

15*

*
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TIMER OFF Button: Press this button to initiate the auto-off time

sequence. Each press will increase the auto-timed setting in 30

minutes increments. When the setting time displays 10:00, each

press will increase the auto-timed setting 60 minutes increments.

To cancel the auto-timed program, simply adjust the auto-off time

to 0:00
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Indicators on Display Panel

Display Panel

TRANSMI-
SSION Indicator

OPERATION
MODE Indicator

LOCK Indicator

TIMER
DISPLAY Indicator

DIGITAL
DISPLAY area

ON/OFF Indicator

FAN SPEED Indicator

TIMER ON OFF

DIGITAL DISPLAY area: This area will show the set temperature

and, if in the TIMER mode, will show the ON and OFF settings of

the TIMER. If in the FAN mode, nothing is appeared.

TRANSMISSION Indicator: This indicator flashes one time

when remote controller transmits signals to the indoor unit.

Fig. 2

1

2

LOCK Button: When you press the recessed LOCK button, all

current settings are locked in and the remote controller does not

accept any operation except that of the LOCK. Press again to

cancel the LOCK mode.

13

4

TIMER DISPLAY Indicator: This display area shows the settings

of the TIMER. That is, if only the starting time of operation is set,

it will display the TIMER ON. If only the turning off time of operation

is set, it will display the TIMER OFF. If both operations are set,

it will show TIMER ON-OFF which indicates you have chosen

to set both the starting time and off time.

6

FAN SPEED Indicator: Press the FAN SPEED button to select

the desired fan speed setting (Auto-Low-Med-High). You selection

will be displayed in the LCD window except the Auto fan speed.

7

Operating the Remote Controller

The Remote Controller uses two alkaline dry batteries(LR03X2).

1. To install the batteries, slide the back cover of the battery

compartment and install the batteries according the

direction (+and -)shown on the Remote Controller.

2. To replace the old batteries, use the same method as

mentioned above.

Install/Replace Batteries

NOTE: All signs shown in the Fig.2 is for the purpose of clear

presentation. But during the actual operation only the re-

lative functional signs are shown on the display panel.

!

LOCK Indicator: LOCK display is displayed by pushing the LOCK

button. Push the LOCK button to clear display.

OPERATION MODE Indicator: When press the MODE button,

it shows the current operating mode -- AUTO COOL DRY

HEAT (Cooling only model without) mode.

5

4

ON/OFF Indicator: This symbol appears when the unit is turned

on by the remote controller, and disappear when the unit is

turned off.

3

1. When replacing batteries, do not use old batteries or a different

type battery. This may cause the remote control

to malfunction.

2. If you do not use the remote controller for several weeks

remove the batteries. Otherwise battery leakage may damage

the remote controller.

3. The average battery life under normal use is about 6 months.

4. Replace the batteries when there is no answering beep from the

indoor unit or if the Transmission Indicator light fails to light.

5. Do not dispose batteries as unsorted municipal waste. Collection

of such waste separately for special treatment is necessary.

NOTE

TURBO Button: Push this button on COOL mode, the air con-

ditioner goes into powerful cooling operation. Push again to

cancel the TURBO function(Not availabe for the air conditioner

without TURBO function).

14

OPERATION
MODE Indicator

7

CLEAN AIR Button(on some models): When push this button,

the Ionizer or Plasma Dust Collector(depending on models) is

energized and will help to remove pollen and impurities from

the air.

15

3

TIMER OFF Button: Press this button to initiate the auto-off time

sequence. Each press will increase the auto-timed setting in 30

minutes increments. When the setting time displays 10:00, each

press will increase the auto-timed setting 60 minutes increments.

To cancel the auto-timed program, simply adjust the auto-off time

to 0:00
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Display Panel
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SSION Indicator

OPERATION
MODE Indicator

LOCK Indicator

TIMER
DISPLAY Indicator

DIGITAL
DISPLAY area

ON/OFF Indicator

FAN SPEED Indicator

TIMER ON OFF

DIGITAL DISPLAY area: This area will show the set temperature

and, if in the TIMER mode, will show the ON and OFF settings of

the TIMER. If in the FAN mode, nothing is appeared.

TRANSMISSION Indicator: This indicator flashes one time

when remote controller transmits signals to the indoor unit.

Fig. 2

1

2

LOCK Button: When you press the recessed LOCK button, all

current settings are locked in and the remote controller does not

accept any operation except that of the LOCK. Press again to

cancel the LOCK mode.
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TIMER DISPLAY Indicator: This display area shows the settings

of the TIMER. That is, if only the starting time of operation is set,

it will display the TIMER ON. If only the turning off time of operation

is set, it will display the TIMER OFF. If both operations are set,

it will show TIMER ON-OFF which indicates you have chosen

to set both the starting time and off time.

6

FAN SPEED Indicator: Press the FAN SPEED button to select

the desired fan speed setting (Auto-Low-Med-High). You selection

will be displayed in the LCD window except the Auto fan speed.

7

Operating the Remote Controller

The Remote Controller uses two alkaline dry batteries(LR03X2).

1. To install the batteries, slide the back cover of the battery

compartment and install the batteries according the

direction (+and -)shown on the Remote Controller.

2. To replace the old batteries, use the same method as

mentioned above.

Install/Replace Batteries

NOTE: All signs shown in the Fig.2 is for the purpose of clear

presentation. But during the actual operation only the re-

lative functional signs are shown on the display panel.
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LOCK Indicator: LOCK display is displayed by pushing the LOCK

button. Push the LOCK button to clear display.

OPERATION MODE Indicator: When press the MODE button,

it shows the current operating mode -- AUTO COOL DRY

HEAT (Cooling only model without) mode.
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4

ON/OFF Indicator: This symbol appears when the unit is turned

on by the remote controller, and disappear when the unit is

turned off.

3

1. When replacing batteries, do not use old batteries or a different

type battery. This may cause the remote control

to malfunction.

2. If you do not use the remote controller for several weeks

remove the batteries. Otherwise battery leakage may damage

the remote controller.

3. The average battery life under normal use is about 6 months.

4. Replace the batteries when there is no answering beep from the

indoor unit or if the Transmission Indicator light fails to light.

5. Do not dispose batteries as unsorted municipal waste. Collection

of such waste separately for special treatment is necessary.

NOTE

TURBO Button: Push this button on COOL mode, the air con-

ditioner goes into powerful cooling operation. Push again to

cancel the TURBO function(Not availabe for the air conditioner

without TURBO function).
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OPERATION
MODE Indicator

7

CLEAN AIR Button(on some models): When push this button,

the Ionizer or Plasma Dust Collector(depending on models) is

energized and will help to remove pollen and impurities from

the air.

15

Кнопка TIMER OFF: Эта кнопка включает режим 
автоматического выключения по таймеру. С каждым нажатием 
кнопки настройка таймера увеличивается на 30 минут. Когда 
настраиваемое время дойдет до 10:00, с каждым нажатием 
кнопки настройка таймера будет увеличиваться на 60 минут. 
Чтобы отменить выключение по таймеру, установите время 
выключения на 0:00.

Кнопка LOCK: При нажатии углубленной кнопки LOCK 
фиксируются все текущие настройки, и пульт ДУ не реагирует 
на любые команды, кроме нажатия кнопки LOCK. Повторное 
нажатие выключает режим LOCK.

Кнопка TURBO: Если нажать эту кнопку в режиме COOL, 
кондиционер переключится в режим усиленного охлаждения. 
Повторное нажатие выключает режим TURBO. (Не применяется 
на системах, у которых нет функции TURBO.)

3

TIMER OFF Button: Press this button to initiate the auto-off time

sequence. Each press will increase the auto-timed setting in 30

minutes increments. When the setting time displays 10:00, each

press will increase the auto-timed setting 60 minutes increments.

To cancel the auto-timed program, simply adjust the auto-off time

to 0:00
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DIGITAL DISPLAY area: This area will show the set temperature

and, if in the TIMER mode, will show the ON and OFF settings of

the TIMER. If in the FAN mode, nothing is appeared.

TRANSMISSION Indicator: This indicator flashes one time

when remote controller transmits signals to the indoor unit.
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2

LOCK Button: When you press the recessed LOCK button, all

current settings are locked in and the remote controller does not

accept any operation except that of the LOCK. Press again to

cancel the LOCK mode.
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TIMER DISPLAY Indicator: This display area shows the settings

of the TIMER. That is, if only the starting time of operation is set,

it will display the TIMER ON. If only the turning off time of operation

is set, it will display the TIMER OFF. If both operations are set,

it will show TIMER ON-OFF which indicates you have chosen

to set both the starting time and off time.
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FAN SPEED Indicator: Press the FAN SPEED button to select

the desired fan speed setting (Auto-Low-Med-High). You selection

will be displayed in the LCD window except the Auto fan speed.

7

Operating the Remote Controller

The Remote Controller uses two alkaline dry batteries(LR03X2).

1. To install the batteries, slide the back cover of the battery

compartment and install the batteries according the

direction (+and -)shown on the Remote Controller.

2. To replace the old batteries, use the same method as

mentioned above.

Install/Replace Batteries

NOTE: All signs shown in the Fig.2 is for the purpose of clear

presentation. But during the actual operation only the re-

lative functional signs are shown on the display panel.
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LOCK Indicator: LOCK display is displayed by pushing the LOCK

button. Push the LOCK button to clear display.

OPERATION MODE Indicator: When press the MODE button,

it shows the current operating mode -- AUTO COOL DRY

HEAT (Cooling only model without) mode.
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ON/OFF Indicator: This symbol appears when the unit is turned

on by the remote controller, and disappear when the unit is

turned off.

3

1. When replacing batteries, do not use old batteries or a different

type battery. This may cause the remote control

to malfunction.

2. If you do not use the remote controller for several weeks

remove the batteries. Otherwise battery leakage may damage

the remote controller.

3. The average battery life under normal use is about 6 months.

4. Replace the batteries when there is no answering beep from the

indoor unit or if the Transmission Indicator light fails to light.

5. Do not dispose batteries as unsorted municipal waste. Collection

of such waste separately for special treatment is necessary.

NOTE

TURBO Button: Push this button on COOL mode, the air con-

ditioner goes into powerful cooling operation. Push again to

cancel the TURBO function(Not availabe for the air conditioner

without TURBO function).
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CLEAN AIR Button(on some models): When push this button,

the Ionizer or Plasma Dust Collector(depending on models) is

energized and will help to remove pollen and impurities from

the air.
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TIMER OFF Button: Press this button to initiate the auto-off time

sequence. Each press will increase the auto-timed setting in 30

minutes increments. When the setting time displays 10:00, each

press will increase the auto-timed setting 60 minutes increments.

To cancel the auto-timed program, simply adjust the auto-off time

to 0:00
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DIGITAL DISPLAY area: This area will show the set temperature

and, if in the TIMER mode, will show the ON and OFF settings of

the TIMER. If in the FAN mode, nothing is appeared.

TRANSMISSION Indicator: This indicator flashes one time

when remote controller transmits signals to the indoor unit.
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LOCK Button: When you press the recessed LOCK button, all

current settings are locked in and the remote controller does not

accept any operation except that of the LOCK. Press again to

cancel the LOCK mode.
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TIMER DISPLAY Indicator: This display area shows the settings

of the TIMER. That is, if only the starting time of operation is set,

it will display the TIMER ON. If only the turning off time of operation

is set, it will display the TIMER OFF. If both operations are set,

it will show TIMER ON-OFF which indicates you have chosen

to set both the starting time and off time.
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FAN SPEED Indicator: Press the FAN SPEED button to select

the desired fan speed setting (Auto-Low-Med-High). You selection

will be displayed in the LCD window except the Auto fan speed.
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Operating the Remote Controller

The Remote Controller uses two alkaline dry batteries(LR03X2).

1. To install the batteries, slide the back cover of the battery

compartment and install the batteries according the
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1. When replacing batteries, do not use old batteries or a different

type battery. This may cause the remote control

to malfunction.

2. If you do not use the remote controller for several weeks

remove the batteries. Otherwise battery leakage may damage
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ditioner goes into powerful cooling operation. Push again to

cancel the TURBO function(Not availabe for the air conditioner

without TURBO function).
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to malfunction.
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remove the batteries. Otherwise battery leakage may damage
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5. Do not dispose batteries as unsorted municipal waste. Collection
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Индикатор ВКЛ/ВЫКЛ: Этот символ появляется при включении 
системы с пульта ДУ и исчезает при выключении системы.
Индикатор режима работы: При нажатии кнопки MODE 
здесь появляется знак текущего режима работы: AUTO, COOL, 
DRY, HEAT (кроме моделей, работающих только в режиме 
охлаждения) или FAN. 
Индикатор «заперто»: Символ «заперто» появляется при 
нажатии кнопки LOCK. Повторное нажатие кнопки LOCK очищает 
экран.  
Индикатор режима таймера: В этой области показаны 
настройки таймера. То есть, если установлено только время 
включения, то на экране показано TIMER ON. Если установлено 
только время выключения, то на экране показано TIMER OFF. 
Если установлено и время включения, и время выключения, то 
на экране показано TIMER ON-OFF. 
Индикатор скорости вентилятора: Чтобы установить нужную 
скорость вентилятора (Auto-Low-Med-High), нажмите кнопку FAN 
SPEED. Выбранный режим, кроме Auto, будет показан на экране.

ПРИМЕЧАНИЕ: На рисунке 2 показаны в учебных целях все 
символы, но при обычной работе на экране показаны только 
индикаторы включенных функций.
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TIMER OFF Button: Press this button to initiate the auto-off time

sequence. Each press will increase the auto-timed setting in 30

minutes increments. When the setting time displays 10:00, each

press will increase the auto-timed setting 60 minutes increments.

To cancel the auto-timed program, simply adjust the auto-off time

to 0:00
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the TIMER. If in the FAN mode, nothing is appeared.
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when remote controller transmits signals to the indoor unit.
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LOCK Button: When you press the recessed LOCK button, all

current settings are locked in and the remote controller does not

accept any operation except that of the LOCK. Press again to

cancel the LOCK mode.
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of the TIMER. That is, if only the starting time of operation is set,

it will display the TIMER ON. If only the turning off time of operation

is set, it will display the TIMER OFF. If both operations are set,

it will show TIMER ON-OFF which indicates you have chosen

to set both the starting time and off time.
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FAN SPEED Indicator: Press the FAN SPEED button to select

the desired fan speed setting (Auto-Low-Med-High). You selection

will be displayed in the LCD window except the Auto fan speed.
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Operating the Remote Controller

The Remote Controller uses two alkaline dry batteries(LR03X2).

1. To install the batteries, slide the back cover of the battery

compartment and install the batteries according the

direction (+and -)shown on the Remote Controller.

2. To replace the old batteries, use the same method as

mentioned above.

Install/Replace Batteries

NOTE: All signs shown in the Fig.2 is for the purpose of clear

presentation. But during the actual operation only the re-
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OPERATION MODE Indicator: When press the MODE button,

it shows the current operating mode -- AUTO COOL DRY

HEAT (Cooling only model without) mode.
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ON/OFF Indicator: This symbol appears when the unit is turned

on by the remote controller, and disappear when the unit is

turned off.
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1. When replacing batteries, do not use old batteries or a different

type battery. This may cause the remote control

to malfunction.

2. If you do not use the remote controller for several weeks

remove the batteries. Otherwise battery leakage may damage

the remote controller.

3. The average battery life under normal use is about 6 months.

4. Replace the batteries when there is no answering beep from the

indoor unit or if the Transmission Indicator light fails to light.

5. Do not dispose batteries as unsorted municipal waste. Collection

of such waste separately for special treatment is necessary.

NOTE

TURBO Button: Push this button on COOL mode, the air con-

ditioner goes into powerful cooling operation. Push again to

cancel the TURBO function(Not availabe for the air conditioner

without TURBO function).
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the Ionizer or Plasma Dust Collector(depending on models) is

energized and will help to remove pollen and impurities from

the air.
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sequence. Each press will increase the auto-timed setting in 30

minutes increments. When the setting time displays 10:00, each
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to 0:00
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Operating the Remote Controller

The Remote Controller uses two alkaline dry batteries(LR03X2).

1. To install the batteries, slide the back cover of the battery

compartment and install the batteries according the

direction (+and -)shown on the Remote Controller.

2. To replace the old batteries, use the same method as

mentioned above.

Install/Replace Batteries

NOTE: All signs shown in the Fig.2 is for the purpose of clear

presentation. But during the actual operation only the re-
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LOCK Indicator: LOCK display is displayed by pushing the LOCK

button. Push the LOCK button to clear display.

OPERATION MODE Indicator: When press the MODE button,

it shows the current operating mode -- AUTO COOL DRY

HEAT (Cooling only model without) mode.

5

4

ON/OFF Indicator: This symbol appears when the unit is turned

on by the remote controller, and disappear when the unit is

turned off.
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1. When replacing batteries, do not use old batteries or a different

type battery. This may cause the remote control

to malfunction.

2. If you do not use the remote controller for several weeks

remove the batteries. Otherwise battery leakage may damage

the remote controller.

3. The average battery life under normal use is about 6 months.

4. Replace the batteries when there is no answering beep from the

indoor unit or if the Transmission Indicator light fails to light.

5. Do not dispose batteries as unsorted municipal waste. Collection

of such waste separately for special treatment is necessary.

NOTE

TURBO Button: Push this button on COOL mode, the air con-

ditioner goes into powerful cooling operation. Push again to

cancel the TURBO function(Not availabe for the air conditioner

without TURBO function).
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7

CLEAN AIR Button(on some models): When push this button,

the Ionizer or Plasma Dust Collector(depending on models) is

energized and will help to remove pollen and impurities from

the air.
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TIMER OFF Button: Press this button to initiate the auto-off time

sequence. Each press will increase the auto-timed setting in 30

minutes increments. When the setting time displays 10:00, each

press will increase the auto-timed setting 60 minutes increments.

To cancel the auto-timed program, simply adjust the auto-off time

to 0:00
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LOCK Button: When you press the recessed LOCK button, all

current settings are locked in and the remote controller does not

accept any operation except that of the LOCK. Press again to

cancel the LOCK mode.
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CLEAN AIR Button(on some models): When push this button,

the Ionizer or Plasma Dust Collector(depending on models) is

energized and will help to remove pollen and impurities from

the air.
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ПРИМЕЧАНИЕ
1. При замене батарей не устанавливайте старые  
 батареи или батареи разных видов. Это может вызвать  
 неисправность пульта ДУ. 
2. Перед длительным (несколько недель) перерывом в  
 использовании пульта ДУ нужно вынуть батареи из  
 пульта, иначе они могут протечь и повредить пульт. 
3. В среднем батарея работает около 6 месяцев. 
4. Замените батареи, когда внутренний блок перестанет   
 подавать ответные звуковые сигналы или перестанет  
 загораться индикатор передачи. 
5. Не выбрасывайте батареи в обычный мусор –  их нужно  
 собирать отдельно и сдавать для специальной переработки.

Управление с пульта ДУ
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TIMER OFF Button: Press this button to initiate the auto-off time

sequence. Each press will increase the auto-timed setting in 30

minutes increments. When the setting time displays 10:00, each

press will increase the auto-timed setting 60 minutes increments.

To cancel the auto-timed program, simply adjust the auto-off time

to 0:00
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DIGITAL DISPLAY area: This area will show the set temperature

and, if in the TIMER mode, will show the ON and OFF settings of

the TIMER. If in the FAN mode, nothing is appeared.

TRANSMISSION Indicator: This indicator flashes one time

when remote controller transmits signals to the indoor unit.
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LOCK Button: When you press the recessed LOCK button, all

current settings are locked in and the remote controller does not

accept any operation except that of the LOCK. Press again to

cancel the LOCK mode.
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TIMER DISPLAY Indicator: This display area shows the settings

of the TIMER. That is, if only the starting time of operation is set,

it will display the TIMER ON. If only the turning off time of operation

is set, it will display the TIMER OFF. If both operations are set,

it will show TIMER ON-OFF which indicates you have chosen

to set both the starting time and off time.
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FAN SPEED Indicator: Press the FAN SPEED button to select

the desired fan speed setting (Auto-Low-Med-High). You selection

will be displayed in the LCD window except the Auto fan speed.
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Operating the Remote Controller

The Remote Controller uses two alkaline dry batteries(LR03X2).

1. To install the batteries, slide the back cover of the battery

compartment and install the batteries according the

direction (+and -)shown on the Remote Controller.

2. To replace the old batteries, use the same method as

mentioned above.

Install/Replace Batteries

NOTE: All signs shown in the Fig.2 is for the purpose of clear

presentation. But during the actual operation only the re-

lative functional signs are shown on the display panel.
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OPERATION MODE Indicator: When press the MODE button,

it shows the current operating mode -- AUTO COOL DRY

HEAT (Cooling only model without) mode.
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ON/OFF Indicator: This symbol appears when the unit is turned

on by the remote controller, and disappear when the unit is

turned off.
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1. When replacing batteries, do not use old batteries or a different

type battery. This may cause the remote control

to malfunction.

2. If you do not use the remote controller for several weeks

remove the batteries. Otherwise battery leakage may damage

the remote controller.

3. The average battery life under normal use is about 6 months.

4. Replace the batteries when there is no answering beep from the

indoor unit or if the Transmission Indicator light fails to light.

5. Do not dispose batteries as unsorted municipal waste. Collection

of such waste separately for special treatment is necessary.

NOTE

TURBO Button: Push this button on COOL mode, the air con-

ditioner goes into powerful cooling operation. Push again to

cancel the TURBO function(Not availabe for the air conditioner

without TURBO function).
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CLEAN AIR Button(on some models): When push this button,

the Ionizer or Plasma Dust Collector(depending on models) is

energized and will help to remove pollen and impurities from

the air.
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TIMER OFF Button: Press this button to initiate the auto-off time

sequence. Each press will increase the auto-timed setting in 30

minutes increments. When the setting time displays 10:00, each

press will increase the auto-timed setting 60 minutes increments.

To cancel the auto-timed program, simply adjust the auto-off time

to 0:00
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and, if in the TIMER mode, will show the ON and OFF settings of

the TIMER. If in the FAN mode, nothing is appeared.

TRANSMISSION Indicator: This indicator flashes one time

when remote controller transmits signals to the indoor unit.
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LOCK Button: When you press the recessed LOCK button, all

current settings are locked in and the remote controller does not

accept any operation except that of the LOCK. Press again to

cancel the LOCK mode.
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TIMER DISPLAY Indicator: This display area shows the settings

of the TIMER. That is, if only the starting time of operation is set,

it will display the TIMER ON. If only the turning off time of operation

is set, it will display the TIMER OFF. If both operations are set,

it will show TIMER ON-OFF which indicates you have chosen

to set both the starting time and off time.
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FAN SPEED Indicator: Press the FAN SPEED button to select

the desired fan speed setting (Auto-Low-Med-High). You selection

will be displayed in the LCD window except the Auto fan speed.
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Operating the Remote Controller

The Remote Controller uses two alkaline dry batteries(LR03X2).

1. To install the batteries, slide the back cover of the battery

compartment and install the batteries according the

direction (+and -)shown on the Remote Controller.

2. To replace the old batteries, use the same method as

mentioned above.

Install/Replace Batteries

NOTE: All signs shown in the Fig.2 is for the purpose of clear

presentation. But during the actual operation only the re-
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button. Push the LOCK button to clear display.

OPERATION MODE Indicator: When press the MODE button,

it shows the current operating mode -- AUTO COOL DRY

HEAT (Cooling only model without) mode.
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ON/OFF Indicator: This symbol appears when the unit is turned

on by the remote controller, and disappear when the unit is

turned off.
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1. When replacing batteries, do not use old batteries or a different

type battery. This may cause the remote control

to malfunction.

2. If you do not use the remote controller for several weeks

remove the batteries. Otherwise battery leakage may damage

the remote controller.

3. The average battery life under normal use is about 6 months.

4. Replace the batteries when there is no answering beep from the

indoor unit or if the Transmission Indicator light fails to light.

5. Do not dispose batteries as unsorted municipal waste. Collection

of such waste separately for special treatment is necessary.

NOTE

TURBO Button: Push this button on COOL mode, the air con-

ditioner goes into powerful cooling operation. Push again to

cancel the TURBO function(Not availabe for the air conditioner

without TURBO function).
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the Ionizer or Plasma Dust Collector(depending on models) is

energized and will help to remove pollen and impurities from

the air.
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TIMER OFF Button: Press this button to initiate the auto-off time

sequence. Each press will increase the auto-timed setting in 30

minutes increments. When the setting time displays 10:00, each

press will increase the auto-timed setting 60 minutes increments.

To cancel the auto-timed program, simply adjust the auto-off time

to 0:00
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LOCK Button: When you press the recessed LOCK button, all

current settings are locked in and the remote controller does not

accept any operation except that of the LOCK. Press again to

cancel the LOCK mode.
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TIMER DISPLAY Indicator: This display area shows the settings

of the TIMER. That is, if only the starting time of operation is set,

it will display the TIMER ON. If only the turning off time of operation

is set, it will display the TIMER OFF. If both operations are set,

it will show TIMER ON-OFF which indicates you have chosen

to set both the starting time and off time.
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FAN SPEED Indicator: Press the FAN SPEED button to select

the desired fan speed setting (Auto-Low-Med-High). You selection

will be displayed in the LCD window except the Auto fan speed.
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Operating the Remote Controller

The Remote Controller uses two alkaline dry batteries(LR03X2).

1. To install the batteries, slide the back cover of the battery

compartment and install the batteries according the

direction (+and -)shown on the Remote Controller.

2. To replace the old batteries, use the same method as

mentioned above.

Install/Replace Batteries
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OPERATION MODE Indicator: When press the MODE button,

it shows the current operating mode -- AUTO COOL DRY

HEAT (Cooling only model without) mode.
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ON/OFF Indicator: This symbol appears when the unit is turned

on by the remote controller, and disappear when the unit is

turned off.
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1. When replacing batteries, do not use old batteries or a different

type battery. This may cause the remote control

to malfunction.

2. If you do not use the remote controller for several weeks

remove the batteries. Otherwise battery leakage may damage

the remote controller.

3. The average battery life under normal use is about 6 months.

4. Replace the batteries when there is no answering beep from the
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5. Do not dispose batteries as unsorted municipal waste. Collection

of such waste separately for special treatment is necessary.
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TURBO Button: Push this button on COOL mode, the air con-

ditioner goes into powerful cooling operation. Push again to

cancel the TURBO function(Not availabe for the air conditioner
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CLEAN AIR Button(on some models): When push this button,

the Ionizer or Plasma Dust Collector(depending on models) is

energized and will help to remove pollen and impurities from

the air.
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Установка и замена батарей
В пульте ДУ используются две сухие щелочные батареи 
LR03X2. 
1. Чтобы установить батареи, сдвиньте заднюю крышку   
отделения для батарей и установите батареи в   
 соответствии со знаками (+) и (-) на корпусе. 
2. Чтобы заменить батареи, выполните те же действия, что и  
 описанные выше.
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energized and will help to remove pollen and impurities from

the air.
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АВТОМАТИЧЕСКИЙ РЕЖИМ
Включить питание: световой сигнал «Включено» на панели 
внутреннего блока начнет мигать, мигнет 6 раз, затем 
погаснет. 
 
1. Кнопкой MODE выбрать режим AUTO. 
2. Кнопкой TEMP установить нужную температуру в   
 помещении. Комфортной считается температура от 21 ºС  
 до 28 ºС. 
3. Включить кондиционер кнопкой ON/OFF. На панели   
 внутреннего блока загорится световой сигнал  
 «Включено». Скорость вентилятора будет установлена  
 автоматически, поэтому на экране пульта ДУ не появится  
 индикатор скорости. 
4. Выключить кондиционер кнопкой ON/OFF. 
 
ПРИМЕЧАНИЕ
1. В режиме AUTO кондиционер автоматически   
 переключается в режимы COOL, FAN и HEAT, определяя  
  разницу между фактической температурой в  
 помещении и температурой, установленной на пульте  
 ДУ. 
2. Если вам некомфортно при режиме AUTO, можете  
 включить любой другой режим вручную.

 
Режимы COOL/ HEAT и FAN

1. Если вам некомфортно при режиме AUTO, можете  
 вручную отменить заданные настройки, включив режим  
 COOL, HEAT (нет в моделях, где только охлаждение) или 
  FAN. 
2. Кнопкой TEMP установить нужную температуру в  
 помещении. В режиме охлаждения (COOLING) наиболее  
 комфортная температура 21 ºС и выше. В режиме  
 отопления (HEATING) наиболее комфортная температура  
 28 ºС и ниже. 
3. Кнопкой FAN SPEED выбрать режим работы вентилятора  
 AUTO, HIGH, MED или LOW. 
4. Включить кондиционер кнопкой ON/OFF: загорятся  
 световые сигналы, и кондиционер начнет работать по  
 заданным вами параметрам. Выключить кондиционер  
 кнопкой ON/OFF.

ПРИМЕЧАНИЕ
Нельзя регулировать температуру кнопкой FAN. В этом 
режиме можно выполнять только шаги 1, 3 и 4.
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Switch on the power and the OPERATION indication lamp on the

display panel of the indoor unit starts flashing, and turns off after

flashes for 6 times.

1. Use the MODE button to select AUTO.

2. Push the TEMP button to set the desired room temperature .

The most comfortable temperature settings are between 21 C

to 28 C.

3. Push the ON/OFF button to start the air conditioner. The OPE-

RATION lamp on the display panel of the indoor unit lights. The

FAN SPEED is automatically set and there are no fan speed

indicators shown on the display panel of the remote controller.

4. Push the ON/OFF button again to stop the unit operation.

o

1. In the AUTO mode, the air conditioner can logically choose

the mode of COOL, FAN and HEAT by sensing the difference

between the actual ambient room temperature and the set

temperature on the remote controller.

2. If the AUTO mode is not comfortable for you, the desired

mode can be selected manually.

AUTOMATIC OPERATION

NOTE!

6

Due to the difference of the set temperature of the unit and

the actual indoor temperature, the Air Conditioner when in

DRY mode will automatically operate many times without

running the COOL and FAN mode.

1. Push the MODE button to select DRY.

2. Push the TEMP button to set the desired temperature from

21 C to 28 C.

3. Push the ON/OFF button, the OPERATION lamp lights and the

air conditioner starts to operate in DRY mode at LOW fan

speed. Push the ON/OFF button again to stop this unit operation.

DRY Operation

NOTE!

Push TIMER ON button to set the auto- on time and TIMER OFF

button to set the auto-off time.

1.1 Push the TIMER ON button, then the remote controller shows

TIMER ON , the last set time for the starting operation and the

signal "h" will be shown on the DIGITAL DISPLAY area. You

are now ready to reset the time to START the operation.

1.2 Push the TIMER ON button again to set desired unit start

time.

1.3 After setting the TIMER ON ,there will be a one-half second

delay before the remote controller transmits the signal to

the air conditioner. Then, after approximately another 2

seconds, the signal "h" disappears and the set temperature

will re-appear on the digital display.

TIMER Operation

1. To set the starting time.

1. If the AUTO mode is not comfortable, you may manually over-ride

the settings by using COOL, HEAT or FAN modes.

2. Push the TEMP button to set the desired room temperature.

When in COOLING mode, the most comfortable settings are 21 C

or above. When in HEATING mode, the most comfortable

settings are 28 C or below.

3. Push the FAN SPEED to select the FAN mode of AUTO, HIGH,

MED or LOW.

4. Push the ON/OFF button, the operation lamp lights and the air

conditioner start to operate as your settings. Push the ON/OFF

button again to stop this unit operation.

The FAN mode can not be used to control the temperature.

While in this mode, only steps 1 3 and 4 may be performed.

COOL/ HEAT (Cooling only model without) and

FAN Operation

NOTE!

2. To set the stopping time.

2.3 After setting the TIMER OFF ,there will be a one-half second

delay before the remote controller transmits the signal to

the air conditioner. Then, after approximately another 2

seconds, the signal "h" disappears and the set temperature

will re-appear on the digital display.

2.2 Push the TIMER OFF button again to set the time you want to

stop the operation.

2.1 Push the TIMER OFF button and the remote controller will

show TIMER OFF, the last set time for the stopping operation

and the signal "h" will be shown on the DIGITAL DISPLAY area.

You are now ready to reset the time of the STOP operation.
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flashes for 6 times.
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the mode of COOL, FAN and HEAT by sensing the difference
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temperature on the remote controller.

2. If the AUTO mode is not comfortable for you, the desired
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Due to the difference of the set temperature of the unit and

the actual indoor temperature, the Air Conditioner when in

DRY mode will automatically operate many times without
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1. To set the starting time.

1. If the AUTO mode is not comfortable, you may manually over-ride

the settings by using COOL, HEAT or FAN modes.

2. Push the TEMP button to set the desired room temperature.

When in COOLING mode, the most comfortable settings are 21 C

or above. When in HEATING mode, the most comfortable

settings are 28 C or below.

3. Push the FAN SPEED to select the FAN mode of AUTO, HIGH,

MED or LOW.

4. Push the ON/OFF button, the operation lamp lights and the air

conditioner start to operate as your settings. Push the ON/OFF

button again to stop this unit operation.

The FAN mode can not be used to control the temperature.

While in this mode, only steps 1 3 and 4 may be performed.
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FAN Operation
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РЕЖИМ ОСУШЕНИЯ
1.  Выбрать режим DRY кнопкой MODE. 
2.  Кнопкой TEMP установить нужную температуру в помещении –  
 от 21 ºС до 28 ºС. 
3.  Включить кондиционер кнопкой ON/OFF: загорится световой  
 сигнал «Включено», и кондиционер начнет работать в режиме  
 DRY при низкой скорости вентилятора (LOW). Выключить  
 кондиционер кнопкой ON/OFF. 
ПРИМЕЧАНИЕ
Из-за разницы между заданной температурой и фактической 
температурой в помещении кондиционер в режиме DRY часто 
работает, не переключаясь в режимы COOL и FAN.
 
Работа с таймером
Кнопка TIMER ON включает настройку времени автоматического 
включения, а кнопка TIMER OFF  – время автоматического 
выключения. 
1. Настройка времени включения.
1.1 Нажать кнопку TIMER ON. На экране появится надпись TIMER  
 ON, последнее установленное время включения, а в цифровой  
 области – буква h. Теперь можно установить время включения. 
1.2 Нажать кнопку TIMER ON еще раз и установить время   
 включения. 
1.3 После настройки времени включения таймера наступит пауза  
  0,5 секунды, а затем пульт ДУ передаст сигнал на кондиционер.  
  После этого, примерно через 2 секунды, исчезнет буква h,  
  и в цифровой области экрана вновь появится установленная  
  температура. 
2. Настройка времени выключения.
2.1 Нажать кнопку TIMER OFF. На экране появится надпись TIMER  
  OFF, последнее установленное время выключения, а в  
  цифровой области – буква h. Теперь можно установить время  
  выключения. 
2.2 Еще раз нажать кнопку TIMER OFF, чтобы начать настройку  
  времени выключения.  
2.3 После настройки времени выключения таймера наступит пауза  
  0,5 секунды, а затем пульт ДУ передаст сигнал на кондиционер.  
  После этого, примерно через 2 секунды, исчезнет буква h, и в  
  цифровой области экрана вновь появится установленная  
 температура.
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Switch on the power and the OPERATION indication lamp on the

display panel of the indoor unit starts flashing, and turns off after

flashes for 6 times.

1. Use the MODE button to select AUTO.

2. Push the TEMP button to set the desired room temperature .

The most comfortable temperature settings are between 21 C

to 28 C.

3. Push the ON/OFF button to start the air conditioner. The OPE-

RATION lamp on the display panel of the indoor unit lights. The

FAN SPEED is automatically set and there are no fan speed

indicators shown on the display panel of the remote controller.

4. Push the ON/OFF button again to stop the unit operation.

o

1. In the AUTO mode, the air conditioner can logically choose

the mode of COOL, FAN and HEAT by sensing the difference

between the actual ambient room temperature and the set

temperature on the remote controller.

2. If the AUTO mode is not comfortable for you, the desired

mode can be selected manually.

AUTOMATIC OPERATION

NOTE!

6

Due to the difference of the set temperature of the unit and

the actual indoor temperature, the Air Conditioner when in

DRY mode will automatically operate many times without

running the COOL and FAN mode.

1. Push the MODE button to select DRY.

2. Push the TEMP button to set the desired temperature from

21 C to 28 C.

3. Push the ON/OFF button, the OPERATION lamp lights and the

air conditioner starts to operate in DRY mode at LOW fan

speed. Push the ON/OFF button again to stop this unit operation.

DRY Operation

NOTE!

Push TIMER ON button to set the auto- on time and TIMER OFF

button to set the auto-off time.

1.1 Push the TIMER ON button, then the remote controller shows

TIMER ON , the last set time for the starting operation and the

signal "h" will be shown on the DIGITAL DISPLAY area. You

are now ready to reset the time to START the operation.

1.2 Push the TIMER ON button again to set desired unit start

time.

1.3 After setting the TIMER ON ,there will be a one-half second

delay before the remote controller transmits the signal to

the air conditioner. Then, after approximately another 2

seconds, the signal "h" disappears and the set temperature

will re-appear on the digital display.

TIMER Operation

1. To set the starting time.

1. If the AUTO mode is not comfortable, you may manually over-ride

the settings by using COOL, HEAT or FAN modes.

2. Push the TEMP button to set the desired room temperature.

When in COOLING mode, the most comfortable settings are 21 C

or above. When in HEATING mode, the most comfortable

settings are 28 C or below.

3. Push the FAN SPEED to select the FAN mode of AUTO, HIGH,

MED or LOW.

4. Push the ON/OFF button, the operation lamp lights and the air

conditioner start to operate as your settings. Push the ON/OFF

button again to stop this unit operation.

The FAN mode can not be used to control the temperature.

While in this mode, only steps 1 3 and 4 may be performed.

COOL/ HEAT (Cooling only model without) and

FAN Operation

NOTE!

2. To set the stopping time.

2.3 After setting the TIMER OFF ,there will be a one-half second

delay before the remote controller transmits the signal to

the air conditioner. Then, after approximately another 2

seconds, the signal "h" disappears and the set temperature

will re-appear on the digital display.

2.2 Push the TIMER OFF button again to set the time you want to

stop the operation.

2.1 Push the TIMER OFF button and the remote controller will

show TIMER OFF, the last set time for the stopping operation

and the signal "h" will be shown on the DIGITAL DISPLAY area.

You are now ready to reset the time of the STOP operation.
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are now ready to reset the time to START the operation.

1.2 Push the TIMER ON button again to set desired unit start

time.

1.3 After setting the TIMER ON ,there will be a one-half second

delay before the remote controller transmits the signal to

the air conditioner. Then, after approximately another 2

seconds, the signal "h" disappears and the set temperature

will re-appear on the digital display.
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1. To set the starting time.

1. If the AUTO mode is not comfortable, you may manually over-ride

the settings by using COOL, HEAT or FAN modes.

2. Push the TEMP button to set the desired room temperature.

When in COOLING mode, the most comfortable settings are 21 C

or above. When in HEATING mode, the most comfortable

settings are 28 C or below.

3. Push the FAN SPEED to select the FAN mode of AUTO, HIGH,

MED or LOW.

4. Push the ON/OFF button, the operation lamp lights and the air

conditioner start to operate as your settings. Push the ON/OFF

button again to stop this unit operation.

The FAN mode can not be used to control the temperature.

While in this mode, only steps 1 3 and 4 may be performed.

COOL/ HEAT (Cooling only model without) and

FAN Operation

NOTE!

2. To set the stopping time.

2.3 After setting the TIMER OFF ,there will be a one-half second
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the air conditioner. Then, after approximately another 2

seconds, the signal "h" disappears and the set temperature
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stop the operation.

2.1 Push the TIMER OFF button and the remote controller will

show TIMER OFF, the last set time for the stopping operation

and the signal "h" will be shown on the DIGITAL DISPLAY area.

You are now ready to reset the time of the STOP operation.
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FAN Operation

NOTE!

2. To set the stopping time.

2.3 After setting the TIMER OFF ,there will be a one-half second

delay before the remote controller transmits the signal to

the air conditioner. Then, after approximately another 2

seconds, the signal "h" disappears and the set temperature

will re-appear on the digital display.

2.2 Push the TIMER OFF button again to set the time you want to

stop the operation.

2.1 Push the TIMER OFF button and the remote controller will

show TIMER OFF, the last set time for the stopping operation

and the signal "h" will be shown on the DIGITAL DISPLAY area.

You are now ready to reset the time of the STOP operation.




